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Abstract: The objective of this study is to investigate what determinant factors affecting capital flow to Emerging markets (EMEs) during Global Financial Crisis (GFC). Whether push factors as external factors or pull factors as domestic/internal factors and what is the most dominant variable using study of literature method. The method used in this study is review of literature, firstly investigate five previous literatures on Latin America and Asia crises and then focus on six main literatures that related to GFC. The findings show the determinant factors affecting capital flow to EMEs during GFC are push factors with world interest rate and global risk condition as main or dominant variables during 2007-2009 episode. Push factors are determinant factors and world interest rate and global risk appetite are dominant variables.
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Introduction

Foreign capital flows provide important and substantial benefits to the development of one country. Capital inflows are one of key sources of funds for Emerging Market Economies (EMEs) to sustain their economic development. However the volatility of capital flow may have widespread economic consequences, amplifying economic cycles, increasing financial system vulnerabilities, and disturbing overall macroeconomic stability. Global capital flow had steadily increased from less than 7% of world GDP in 1998 to more than 20% in 2007, led in particular by a dramatic expansion of flows to and from Advance Economies (AEs). But these capital flows decreased during 2007-2009 Global Financial Crisis (GFC), the GFC brought a sudden stop to the sustained rise in international financial integration over the past decade.

To confirm that there are few research findings such as study by the IMF (2016) concentrates on the decline in net capital inflows to EMEs since 2010 which can be attributed to both weaker gross capital inflows and stronger gross capital outflow. Bussiere et al. (2016) also finds a detailed account of the persistent decline in global capital flows in particular among AEs since GFC. In related to capital flow Milesi-Ferretti and Tille (2011) state that a number of factors determining the pre-crisis growth in international capital flows such as Euro area financial integration, financial deepening in AEs associated with increases in financial balance sheets as well as international portfolio diversification. Moreover, efforts aimed at reforming banking and financial regulation could also inhibit a recovery in banking flows. But reversely, Bremus and Fratzscher (2015) show that changes in regulatory policy, notably increases in supervisory power or independence, have encouraged credit outflows since the crisis. Similarly, research by Cerutti et al. (2015) find a close link between macroprudential policy measures, credit growth and cross-border borrowing.

In 2007-2009 GFC occurred, triggered by a real estate bubble arising from misused subprime mortgage. Then the US recession happened. The Federal Reserve (The Fed) starts to stimulate economic activity by increasing aggregate demand, which is to reduce short-term interest rates and open market operations, namely buying treasury bills. However, at the interest near zero (zero lower bound), the open market operation still not effective, then The Fed decided to apply Unconventional Monetary Policy (UMP), by purchasing long-term assets in large quantities, known as Large Scale Assets Purchase (LSAP). LSAP also called Quantitative Easing (QE) can increase money supply but not all funds absorbed by US domestic investment. Then excess funds goes...
abroad, the largest amount goes to EMEs. This capital inflow has stimulated the EMEs' capital markets reflected in increasing the EMEs' portfolio investment (Saghian and Reed 2015. Sahay et al.2014). Many EMEs show an increase in capital inflow, an increase in stock prices, a fall in sovereign debt yield, appreciation of currency and a rise in non-financial corporate debt (Lo Duca et al. 2014; Fratzscher et al. 2013). According to Yildirim (2016) between the early periods of crisis until May 2013, low risk aversion has occurred on global financial markets so that the UMP contributes to substantial capital inflows to EMEs. Glick and Leduc (2012) show that announcement of QE policy has reduced long-term interest rates and depreciation of US Dollar and British Pound.

However, in May 2013 US economy improved, so the Fed announced to apply Taper Tantrum policy (TT) such reduction of LSAP so it will reduce economic stimulus and then cause expectations of a tight money policy. During May 21 to December 31, 2013 there was a change in market sentiment that affected financial markets conditions in EMEs. Also there was a sharp increase in global risk aversion (Yildirim 2016). In TT period there was chaos (turmoil) on bonds, stocks, sovereign Credit Default Swaps (CDS) and foreign exchange markets in EMEs triggered by outflow portfolio(Mishra et al.2014;Sahay et al.2014).

The surge of capital inflow to EMEs during and immediate after GFC and reversely, surge of capital outflow after US economy recovery. This the same as happen in Latin American and Asia crises. Many researches have been done to investigate factors that determine sudden surge of inflow and outflow to and from EMEs. The previous studies such as Calvo et al. (1993); Fernandes-Arias (1996); Chuhan et al. (1998); Jeanneau and Micu (2002); Filler II (2004) remain a question whether push factors such as international economic growth, world interest rates, and global risk condition as external factors to drive or pull factors such as domestic financial conditions and economic fundamentals as internal factors to pull? To answer this we investigate by review of literature that related and focused on examining push and pull factors during GFC especially what specific dominant variable(s). We find that push factors as determinants of surge capital flow to EMEs during GFC, specifically world interest rate and global risk (risk appetite) are most dominant variables.

**Research Methodology**

The method used in this study is review of literature. We firstly investigate five previous literatures on Latin America and Asia crises and then focus on six main literatures that related to GFC such as researches done by Gonzales-Hermosillo (2008); Fratzscher (2012); Kim et al. (2013); Ahmed and Zlate (2014); Amstad et al. (2015); and Yildirim (2016).

**Results and Discussion**

There was growing literature discussed external factors (push factors) such as international interest rates, global economic growth, global risk conditions etc. and domestic factors (pull factors) such as macroeconomic fundamentals, structural reforms, etc. that were responsible for the increase in capital flows to EMEs. Following are review of researches done related to previous Latin America and Asia crises.

Calvo et.al (1993) focus only on external factors and discuss the characteristics of capital inflows into Latin America in period from 1978 to 1991 using Structural Vector Auto Regression model. They find that the decline in interest rates, continuing recession, and developments of US balance of payment have driven investors to shift capital to Latin America to look for new investment opportunities. It shows the importance of external factors that a reversal of these conditions may lead to a future capital outflow, increasing the macroeconomic vulnerability of Latin America economy.

Fernandes-Arias (1996) studies the determinants and sustainability of private capital inflows to 13 middle-income countries after 1989. Applying a structural model of international portfolio allocation in which the
importance of country creditworthiness is made explicit. Fernandes-Arias (1996) questions whether these flows are mostly pulled by alternative domestic conditions or pushed by unfavorable conditions in AEs. It is found that the observed improvement in country creditworthiness is mostly due to the decline in international interest rates. Therefore its importance as a proximate cause does not support the "pull" interpretation: the key answer in most countries that emerges is "push". This structural analysis is able to overcome some limitations of the push story in Calvo et al. (1993) where capital inflows in Latin America are proxied by changes in international reserves. Changes in reserves is poor proxy of capital inflows.

Chuhan et al. (1998) examine factors motivating the large capital flows to a number of EMEs. Using monthly US capital flows to 9 Latin America and 9 Asia countries to analyze the behavior of bond and equity flows. Using the two-stage least squares method (2SLS) on panel data, they find that although global factors such as the decline in US interest rates and slowdown in US industrial production are important in explaining capital inflows, country-specific developments are at least as important especially for Asia. Also it is found that equity flows are more sensitive than bond flows to global factors. But bond flows are generally more sensitive to a country's credit rating and secondary market debt price.

Jeanneau and Micu (2002) examine the role of push and pull factors in explaining bank lending to EMEs. Using the generalized least squares estimator based on panel data from 7 AEs as lenders and 10 EMEs as borrowers in period 1985-2000. They find that international lending seems to be affected by shifts in risk aversion in lending countries. The attitude of lenders towards risk is proxied by the risk premium on BBB-rated US corporate securities. A widening of the premium reflects greater risk aversion which is associated with a decline in lending flows. They find that both push and pull factors had a significant impact on international bank lending. However evidence concerning two of the most widely discussed push factors, namely real GDP and real interest rates in lending countries, shows that such variables exhibited a procyclical rather than a countercyclical influence on international bank lending. Stronger growth and higher short-term real interest rates in lending countries are associated with larger lending flows. Their findings concerning pull factors are broadly in line with those of other studies. Moreover, other factors such as the type of exchange rate regime, seem to have played an explanatory role. Additional tests show that fixed and tightly managed exchange rate regimes tend to encourage bank lending. While floating rates have an inhibiting influence. It also shows that carry trade strategies appear to have played a role in countries with tightly managed exchange rate regimes.

Filer II (2004) studies the causes and consequences of large capital inflows to South Korea during 1990s to see in their experience with large inflows matches the unusual developing economy story. Applying a structural model of a developing economy. The results: inflows to South Korea are largely a result of global shocks. However, unlike the experiences of Mexico and Latin American economies, Korean real money shocks are more important than global shocks at short-horizon and nearly as important at long-horizon. It concludes that the Korean experience is not entirely identical to the experience of a typical small open economy.

Next is the review on literature that analyzing push and pull factors during GFC. Gonzales-Hermosillo (2008) develops a structural vector auto-regression model to analyze the dynamics of bond spreads among a sample of mature and developing countries during periods of financial stress in the last decade (January 2, 1998 to August 9, 2007). The model identifies and quantifies the contribution on bond spreads from global market conditions (including funding liquidity, market liquidity as well as credit and volatility risks), contagion effects and idiosyncratic factors. The results suggest that while idiosyncratic factors explain a significant amount of the changes in bond spreads over time, global financial market conditions are fundamental driving forces at times of crisis. The relative importance of the various global risk factors depend on the crisis episode. Contagion from emerging markets becomes small or non-existent when global financial market risks explicitly are taken into account. And Investors' risk appetite may be the key channel of transmission of shocks across national-boundaries and market classes. So global financial market risk factors are important for all countries.
Fratzscher (2012) uses a factor model on a broad data set of highly frequency portfolio capital flow of 50 countries include EMEs and AEs divided in 6 group of countries: Japan, US, Western Europe, Latin America, Asia and Pacific in the period of October 12, 2005 to November 12, 2010 to compare the relative importance of common shocks (push factors) and country-specific determinants (pull factors). It shows that common factors or push factors such as key crisis events, changes to global liquidity and risk conditions are more important overall as a driver of net capital flows for many countries in 2005-2007, as well as in particular during 2007-2008 financial crisis. However, in the recovery period since March 2009, common factors appear to have become less important drivers of global capital flow, where as it is domestic pull factors that have come to dominate in explaining capital flows, in particular for countries in emerging Asia and Latin America.

Kim et al. (2013) analyzes the determinants of international capital inflow into Korea during 1980-2000, in particular investigate the role of push (external) and pull (internal) factors in determining magnitude and direction of overall capital flows. Using regression (time series) analysis, the results show that external factor in particular world interest rate significantly affect overall capital flow into Korea. Among internal factor, current account has significant and negative effects on capital flow.

Ahmad and Zlate (2014) examine determinants of net private capital inflows to EMEs. Using regression on quarterly panel data set that covers 12 EMEs: 7 Asia countries and 5 Latin American countries, over the period from Q1 2002 to Q2 2013, they find that growth and interest rate differentials between EMEs and AEs and global risk appetite are statistically and economically important determinant of net private capital inflows.

Amstad et al. (2015) examine factors influencing investors in buying or selling sovereign bonds whether global risk factor or economic fundamentals by focusing on sovereign risk as reflected in monthly returns on credit default swap for 18 EMEs and 10 AEs. They divide the samples into three periods, old normal is between January 2004 to August 2008, global crisis is between September 2008 to April 2009 and new normal is between May 2009 to December 2014. Using regression analysis, the results are in old normal, global risk factors determine changes in sovereign CDS spreads by 51.1%, while economic fundamentals determine only 15.1%. In the new normal, global risk factors determine 63.9% and economic fundamentals determine only 8.7%. In the global crisis, global risk factors determine 77.6% and economic fundamentals determine 13%.

And Yildirim (2016) examines the effects of global financial conditions on asset markets in the fragile five economies (Brazil, Indonesia, India, Turkey and South Africa). Using a Structural Vector Auto Regression model with a block exogeneity procedure employing high-frequency daily data, from January 2, 2006 to August 31, 2015. Applying two external variables (external block) namely VIX index (the Chicago exchange market volatility index) which representing the global financial risk and The Fed funds target rate representing global interest rate. While the five domestic variables (domestic block) are 5-year government bond yields, 10-year government bond yield, 5-year sovereign CDS spreads, equity price, and exchange rate. The findings are global financial risk shocks have a significant effect on government bond yields, equity price, CDS spreads, and exchange rate in the fragile five. There are different effects to the fragile five and different effects depend also on the type of assets owned. The effect differences to these countries mostly depend on their macroeconomic fundamentals. Global financial risk shocks have an immediate effect on local currency bonds and CDS markets rather than on exchange rate and stock markets.

Furthermore, to support the above findings, followings are some researches that also done during or after GFC. Longstaff et al. (2011) who examine sovereign CDS spreads argue that sovereign credit can be related to global factors. Risk premia in CDS spread as compensation for bearing risk from global factors. Forbes and Warnock (2012) find that it is not usual case, a surge capital inflows to EMEs at the same time such as during the crisis. To explain this capital flow they state that global risk factors as measured by the VIX index are most important variables and domestic factors are less important. Aizenman et.al (2013) analyze CDS spreads in EME to find that external factors are more important before global crisis while domestic factors as capacity to adjust are
more important during the crisis and after the crisis. Lane (2013) finds the initial recovery from 2010 to 2012 has been stronger for international capital flows to EMEs than to AEs. Rey (2013) finds there is a strong correlation of capital flows across different types and regions driven by a global financial cycle. Kennedy and Palerm (2014) test the premia by analyzing Emerging Market Bonds (EMBI) spreads, they find that the decrease in spreads from 2002 to 2007 reflects the improvements in country-specific fundamentals, but there is a sharp increase in spreads in the 2008 crisis due to risk aversion. Lane (2015) finds for a sample of low income countries that the role of economic fundamentals in explaining the cross-country variations in international financial flows changes over time such that macroeconomic variables associated with inflows in one period may be correlated with outflow in another period. Barroso et al. (2015) find the UMP has an effect on capital inflows to Brazil and through this channel, there is economic improvement and financial stability in Brazil.

Conclusions

From above results we may summarize as follows. Based on previous studies on Latin America and Asian crises, Calvo at al. (1993) find decline interest rate, continuing regression and development of US BOP (push) are dominant factors. Fernandes-Arias finds the decline in international interest rate (push) as dominant factor, while Chuhan et al. (1998) find the decline in US interest rate and slowdown in US industrial production (push) are as important as country-specific developments (pull). Moreover Jeanneau and Micu (2002) find stronger growth and higher short-term real interest rates in lending countries (push) cause larger lending flow, but tightly managed exchange rate regime (pull) encourage bank lending. Filler II (2004) finds Korean real money shocks (pull) are more important than global shocks (push) at short-run horizon, but nearly as important as global shocks at long -horizon.

From above facts we may conclude that push factors and pull factors have the same role. However, based on researches during GFC, the most dominant factors are world interest rate and global risk variables, shown by researches such as Gonzales-Hermosillo (2008) finds global market risk factors are fundamental driving forces during period of crisis. Fratzscher (2012) finds common factors: key crisis events, changes to global liquidity, and risk condition are important drivers of net capital flow during 2007-2008 financial crisis. Kim et al. (2013) find world interest rate significantly affect overall capital flow to Korea. Ahmed and Zlate (2014) find growth and interest differentials and global risk condition are key determinant (push) so UMP is an important determinant of capital inflow to EMEs. Amstad et al. (2015) find global risk is very influential and very dominant in determining sovereign CDS spreads. Yildirim (2016) finds global financial risk shocks have significant effects on financial condition and asset markets.

We may conclude that push factors are determinant factors and world interest rate and global risk appetite are dominant variables. We may say during financial crisis although push factors are as important as pull factors, but in general, push factors are more dominant than pull factors. Furthermore every financial crisis frequently occurs the surge of capital inflows to emerging markets during the crisis and reversely, the surge of capital outflows to advanced economies after global economy recovery.

This research, however, is subject to several limitations. These researches mainly focused on world interest rate which represented by US federal funds rate as push or dominant factor while the important interest rate of emerging markets as pull or dependent factor haven't included yet in the study. This study of factors influencing capital flow from AEs to EMEs during financial crisis should cover not only world interest rate (US federal funds rate) as external factor but also emerging market interest rate as domestic factor. Therefore further research should pay attention on this factor.
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